
Robins Row Insurance saw an improvement
in the strategy of how they used IT to drive
their business forward.
There was increased communication
between the Robins Row Insurance offices.
More convenience when it comes to
consolidating invoices etc.
There was a noticeable improvement of
resolution times.
Reduction in outgoings and complexity.

Results

LMS Group approached Robins Row with the aim of
consolidating their technology because of the merger
they were going through at the time. Due to the
sensitive timing, LMS Group needed to ensure
downtime was kept to a minimum. The initial
approach was slow and careful making sure all
services remained available at all times. Whilst
changes were happening and for improvements to be
made, LMS Group disregarded any current
configurations and legacy systems inherited,
increasing the overall security of the business as well
as collaboration.

LMS GROUP APPROACH

The objective for Robins Row Insurance was to
consolidate their two IT providers into one, with the
hope it would allow there to be an improvement in
their IT systems and overall business technology. They
also needed an IT provider who had more of a strategic
approach to ensure the business was making the most
from the technology it had.

OBJECTIVES

LOCAL INSURANCE BROKER
CONSOLIDATES IT PROVIDERS
TO INCREASE IT RESOLUTION
TIMES AND COMMUNICATION

Since working with LMS Group, the resolution
times on issues and queries we have has
drastically improved. LMS Group also take a
strategic approach when it comes to IT, which
allows our business to grow and thrive.

Mike Maskell

Director, 

Robins Row Insurance

For many years, Robins Row Insurance were
working with two different IT companies
who managed the systems across three
locations.
Having a disjointed approach meant
resolution times were long and things
weren't always fixed first time.
The cost of licences and merging user
accounts.

Challenge

AT A GLANCE


